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F
LY FISHERS tend to be passionate

about the sport, but some are more

passionate than most about some

aspect of it. There are fly tyers who no

longer actually fish, so absorbed are they in

tying full-dress Atlantic salmon flies.

There are devotees of tiny mountain

creeks who jealously guard the secret

places where they fish for small, wild

brook trout. There are saltwater anglers

who dream only of big, strong pelagic

species that test the endurance of the most

robust tackle and angler. Then there are

steelheaders who are irredeemably addict-

ed to “the grab” and casters enchanted by

the formal elegance and utility of the cast.

Bob Pauli is a dedicated steelheader

fascinated by the mechanics of fishing

with Spey rods. Trained as mechanical en-

gineer, he brings an engineer’s understand-

ing of the cast to teaching Spey casting,

both in person and in his booklet Spey

Casting, available for downloading from

the Fly Fishing Research Web site

(http://flyfishingresearch.net), which he

and fellow engineer Tom Keelin have

made the go-to resource for science-based

information on Spey casting and steelhead

fly fishing. But like most steelheaders, Bob

is no mere technician. He really gets what

fishing is about.

Bud: On the Web site, you say you “be-

came a serious fly fisherman in 1980 and

are dedicated to the twin mistresses of

stalking spring creek trout and pursuing

steelhead with Spey rods.” What hooked

you, personally? 

Bob: At the urging of a friend, in 1980, I

enrolled in a trout-fishing school run by

The Fly Shop in Redding. It was taught by

The Fly Shop’s co-owners back then, Mike

Michalak and Brad Jackson, on the patio

of Rick’s (now Spinner Fall) Lodge on the

Fall River. The slurping trout thrashing

through the blanket of spinners trashed

everyone’s attention span and hooked me

for life. That’s when I became a fly fisher.

I took up the long long rod at Kauf-

mann Streamborn’s 1995 steelhead school

on the Deschutes River, where John Hazel

and Kerry Burkheimer were my instruc-

tors. Kerry had recently purchased Russ

Peak’s rod-building business and offered

each student the opportunity to cast his

new line of Spey rods. I learned two things

at this school: from John Hazel, the cer-

tainty that chasing steelhead is every bit as

spiritual as it is physical, and from Kerry,

that I would never spend another second

on a large river with a single-handed rod

as soon as factory-made Spey lines were

available. I had no confidence in my abili-

ty to slice and dice fly lines, which was

necessary to produce a workable Spey line

in those days, and when I learned of RIO’s

factory-made Spey lines, I purchased a

Burkheimer Spey rod. In hindsight, wait-

ing those five years was a mistake.

Since then, I’ve learned a lot about

Spey casting from Simon Gawesworth, Al

Buhr, Bill Lowe, Jeff Putnam, and Chris

King. When it comes to Spey casting, “Si-

mon Gawesworth” is another name for

“God.” Simon has shared his modern

adaptation of traditional Spey methods,

and in the words of Spey-O-Rama cham-

pion Mariusz Wroblewski, he “taught us

all to Spey cast.” I count myself fortunate

to have studied with Simon for five years.

His books, Spey Casting and Single-Hand-

ed Spey Casting, are must-own volumes.

By the way, I hope you notice that

throughout this discussion, I’m mostly go-

ing to resist your use of the term “double-

handed rod” in favor of the West Coast ver-

nacular “Spey rod.” So right from the start,

let me be clear about what we’re talking

about here when dealing with Spey casting.

A Spey cast is a dynamic roll cast

with a change of direction. A Spey rod is

loaded from a back-cast loop of line called

a “D-loop” that lies between the rod tip

and the “anchor” of fly line and leader ly-

ing in the water. Unlike single-handed

overhead casts, all Spey back casts end

with the rod tip rising and with the fly line

travelling beneath the rod tip.

There are a lot of misconceptions

about Spey rods and Spey casting. The big

one is the belief that casting for distance is

the major benefit of Spey rods. Wrong!

Quick changes of direction are the major

benefit. My personal method for evaluat-

ing an angler’s knowledge of Spey is where

that person ranks distance in the hierarchy

of Spey benefits. If it’s at the top of the list,

he or she has a lot to learn.

Bud: How would you recommend fly fish-

ers who are interested in getting into fish-

ing two-handed rods begin the learning

curve? Do you have suggestions for tackle?

Bob: Taking on the challenge of Spey re-

quires a greater commitment than that for

single-handed fly fishing. New Spey folks

should allocate significant time for lessons

from experienced instructors and practice,

practice, practice. Learn one eminence’s

method (Simon Gawesworth’s, Al Buhr’s

(Two-Handed Fly Casting: Spey Casting

Techniques), Mike McCune and Scott O’-

Donnell ’s (RIO’s Modern Spey Casting

DVD), or Ed Ward’s (also on the RIO

DVD and his own Skagitmaster Featuring

Ed Ward) and stick with it until you’ve

mastered it. An excellent and fun way to

improve is to pursue shad with a Spey rod.

Capturing these small brothers of the tar-

pon uses the same tactics as traditional

steelhead and salmon fishing, and the little

critters feel much larger on the end of a

long rod, compared with your 9-footer.

An angler ready to climb Mount Spey

should take advantage of his or her local

fly-fishing club and professional instruc-

tors. Anyone lucky enough to belong to

San Francisco’s Golden Gate Angling and

Casting Club can take advantage of its

three-lesson Spey Angler Program, which

actually teaches people to fish with a Spey

rod, not just to Spey cast. The program

consists of two half-day sessions in the

casting ponds and one in Sacramento’s

American River. The GGACC has a com-

plement of the latest G. Loomis Spey rods

and reels and Airflo lines for its Spey stu-

dents and members to borrow, which
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means students actually learn to fish with a

Spey rod before needing to buy one. I

would not be surprised if other clubs offer

similar benefits.

For a first Spey outfit for Western wa-

ters, I recommend a 13-foot 7-weight,

plus or minus one size, depending on pre-

ferred rivers. Once you have it, find a guide

who specializes in traditional steelhead

fishing: casting across a river and swinging

a tight line while wading. Find someone

with a quiet boat, sneak to the top of each

run, step into the water, and swing away.

For members of the bobber demographic,

this may be a first experience with the ulti-

mate in freshwater angling, a steelhead

“grab.” It will grab you — for life.

Bud: Short of both steelheading and fish-

ing small streams for brook trout, steel-

heading and fishing spring creeks, as you

do, is about as schizophrenic as a freshwa-

ter fly fisher can get. What do they have in

common? Do you use a two-handed rod

on the Fall River?

Bob: What they have in common is that

fishing for steelhead and spring-creek

trout are both technical exercises with ma-

jor mystical payoffs. On California’s Fall

River, my tackle is lighter than on a steel-

head river, but I frequently use Spey casts

and swing a tight line, although not with a

two-handed rod.

Bud: It ’s interesting that you say that.

When I was learning to cast, “fly casting”

usually meant learning the overhead cast

with a single-handed rod, and only that.

Instructors often began with a roll cast, to

teach the feel of the rod loading, and

maybe went as far as the double haul, but

that was it. My instructor was a bit unusu-

al and went straight from the roll cast to

basic Spey casts, the switch and single

Spey, before moving on to the overhead

cast. That actually seems like a natural

progression, because they employ some of

the same physical principles as the roll cast

and, as you note, can be usefully executed

with a single-handed rod. Why do you

think “Spey casting” got separated and

treated as something different from what

was normalized as “fly casting” And how

can a single-handed caster benefit from

learning Spey casts?

Bob: Your instructor was indeed unusual

and wise. The easiest Spey cast of all with

a single-handed rod actually is the snap T.

There is indeed little cross-pollination of

single-handed (overhead) casting and

Spey, although Simon Gawesworth’s new

book, Single-Handed Spey Casting, which

is subtitled Solutions to Casts, Obstructions,

Tight Spots, and Other Casting Challenges of

Real-Life Fishing, may begin the process of

integration.

There are important differences be-

tween single-handed roll casts and Spey

casts, however. Correctly taught according

to decades-old doctrine, the single-handed

roll cast brings the rod back in a slightly

off-vertical position. This is a cast destroy-

er for Spey, because it causes the line to

stick (anchor) behind the angler — a cast-

crushing fault. Additionally, the single-

handed method does not prepare a student

for the dynamic Spey casts, in which all

“sweeps to the D-loop” are made with a

more nearly horizontal rod.

Even worse, it ingrains a pattern of

lowering the rod tip at the end of the back

cast, rather than raising the tip at the end,

as must be done with Spey. Many accom-

plished single-handed roll casters find it

difficult to learn to roll cast a Spey rod

properly because of muscle memory that

defeats a horizontal take-back of the rod

with a rising rod tip at the end.

The GGACC’s three-day Spey An-

gler Program begins with the overhead

cast, which teaches students that a very

long rod is just another fly rod and high-

lights faults students bring from single-

handed casting. Developing loop control

at this first stage is easier than trying to do

so when a new Spey caster’s brain synaps-

es are overloaded with considerations of

line repositioning, D-loop formation, wa-

ter-anchor control, the “180-degree prin-

ciple,” and the like. Then we move on to

the roll cast and other Spey casts.

From the very first, the program also

teaches use of both the dominant and the

nondominant hand on the upper grip of a

Spey rod. This simplifies teaching a basic

tenet of Spey: keeping the fly line on the

downwind (lee) side of the angler. It elim-

inates the need to learn back-handed off-

shoulder (“cack-handed” in Brit speak)

casting.

As should be clear by now, I believe

that for many, a major benefit of learning

to Spey cast with a double-handed rod is

the transfer of that knowledge to the sin-

gle-handed world. Spey can be magic — a

free pass to better single-handed casting.

Bud: The former San Francisco Chronicle

outdoor writer Jim Freeman claimed that

the Trinity River, where double-handed

rods are routinely used these days, is the

perfect gentleman’s stream and can easily

be fished with an 8-foot fly rod. What sort

of waters are appropriate for two-handed

rods? And there’s a difference between

“appropriate” and “necessary.” When (and

on what West Coast streams) are double-

handers really necessary, and why, and

when (and on what streams) are they ap-

propriate, but perhaps not necessary? 

Bob: Bud, how many questions are there in

that big gulp? Well, here goes.

Two-handed rods are appropriate for

most waters that hold anadromous fish. I

agree with you about the difference be-

tween appropriate and necessary, but I’d

turn it around: a single-handed rod is sel-

dom necessary or even desirable on these

rivers. I have not carried one steelhead

fishing for 11 years, even on California’s

upper Trinity River.

Jim Freeman is right about the Trini-

ty, but please note he used the word “easi-

ly,” which is not the same as “successfully.”

What could be easier than fishing a small,

brush-lined river with technique and tack-

le that eliminate back casts, false casts, and

much stripping in?

Double-handed rods are necessary

when you don’t have a kilo of ibuprofen in

your backpack and when cortisone injec-

tions in the elbow and shoulder no longer

deliver the joy they formerly did. Which

method covers more water in a given time?

Which method results in fast, efficient

changes of your fly line’s direction from the

hang-down to midriver? Which method
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eliminates the need to strip in most of your

line? Which method completely elimi-

nates false casting? Which method gives

unmatched line control, mending, and the

ability to fish a fly successfully through

multiple complex seams? Which method

prevents broken hooks on rocky banks?

Which method avoids hooked bushes be-

hind? Which method makes the wind ir-

relevant? Which method gives the fish

more leverage to use against the angler,

making small fish mightier? Which

method eliminates deep wading by casting

beautiful loops farther, with less effort?

Which method keeps the fly away from

the angler during the cast? Which method

(almost) eliminates wind knots? Which

method teaches you a method that will

benefit your single-handed fishing forev-

er? I rest my case.

Bud: Let’s take a different approach. You’re

a mechanical engineer both by training

and by avocation, and you and Tom Keelin

definitely bring an engineer’s perspective

on Spey casting to the Fly Fishing Re-

search Web site, which presents studies of

sink rates for various diameters of sinking

lines and heads in different water temper-

atures, for example, plus ways to calculate

the weight of steelhead, analyses of differ-

ent tackle setups, and of course, links to

download your instruction booklet, Spey

Casting (in Spanish, as well as English).

Lots of folks approach fly fishing as a kind

of applied metaphysics, and much (some

of it quite moony) is written about its qua-

si-spiritual aspects. What do we gain from

approaching it as a matter of applied

physics? And how do you view the meta-

physical side of the sport?

Bob: We gain plenty. Don’t you love new

data that prove unexpected conclusions?

Don’t you find it fascinating, even illumi-

nating, that the (as-advertised) sink rate of

a two-inch-long piece of sinking fly line

measured in a laboratory’s graduated

cylinder of water offers little information

as to how deeply that line will fish a fly in

moving water? Isn’t it cool that local folks

from the Golden Gate Angling and Cast-

ing Club (Tom Keelin and helpers) are the

first to publish such data? 

There are huge metaphysical warm-

and-fuzzies that come from understand-

ing, at a scientific level, exactly what is

happening during the fluid-dynamics

event we call fly fishing. Tom Keelin’s

steelhead weight calculator also is a major

contribution to anglers and the resource, a

piece of statistical work that makes former

formulas obsolete and preserves the health

of magnificent fish. Its accuracy was re-

cently confirmed by fifty years of Hall of

Fame angler and fish biologist Jim

Adams’s meticulously collected steelhead

length/girth/weight data. No longer does

one have to put a fish at risk by removing

it from the water to weigh it. What could

be more spiritually satisfying than that?

Fly fishing is a heavily spiritual quest,

but I submit that understanding the

process at multiple levels increases one’s

store of grace. As to the metaphysics tag,

ten years in Jesuit schools are as much

metaphysics as anyone can endure, poet or

engineer. One thing I do know, though:

when folks answer the question “How was

the fishing?” with a number, they don’t get

it. There is no quality in a number.

Bud: While I’ve got you cornered with

your engineer’s hat on, here’s a question

I’ve been wanting to ask. As you note in

Spey Casting, it’s necessary to tape the fer-

rules of a Spey rod together with electrical

tape so that when you make a 110-foot

cast, part of the rod doesn’t go 100 feet. A

typical response to that is “You mean I’ve

got to wind my beautiful $900 rod with

electrical tape?” I get the physics involved in

this, but shouldn’t someone with an engi-

neering background have come up with a

better ferrule system? Are we stuck with

ferrules that don’t stick well enough?

Bob: Yes, we are stuck (and sometimes un-

stuck) with such ferrules, and they often

loosen with normal casts, as well as with

boomers. Such loosening is a result of torque

exerted on rod sections when manipulating

the fly line during Spey maneuvers.

The necessity for taping ferrules was

initially a turnoff for me, too, but given the

manifold benefits of Spey, I now happily

live with it. What convinced me to tape

was the advice of Kerry Burkheimer, Si-

mon Gawesworth, and Mariusz Wrob-

lewski and viewing Spey guru Dec Hogan’s

first Sandy River Spey ’Clave video, in

which he pushed his rod ferrules together

constantly during his demonstration, a

nervous habit developed obviously because

his ferrules were working loose. It is worth

noting that ferrule tape can be reused

about 10 times. At the end of a fishing ses-

sion, roll the tape back to one rod section

in preparation for the next outing.

I find it interesting that 72 per cent of

Spey anglers tape, wax, or tape and wax their

ferrules, while only 28 percent do nothing.

Bud: Switch rods are often represented as

capable of being all things to all people —

Spey rods lite and/or magnum single-han-

ders. What’s your take on switch rods and

their utility?

Bob: It is important to understand that

most benefits of Spey are related to rod

length — longer rods, within reason, being

better. Switch rods (the current shorter se-

ries of two-handed rods) absolutely have a

place, because they are longer than most

single-handed rods, and of course, they

make use of both hands. Note that the di-

chotomy is not between longer versus

shorter Spey rods, but between single-

handed versus double-handed rods. I’m not

convinced the single-handed rod has a fu-

ture for serious steelhead and salmon anglers.

It is interesting, though, that many

folks believe switch rods are those made to

cast single-handedly and double-handed-

ly, while the fact is they were conceived by

Oregon’s Bob Meiser as a tool to make

both overhead casts and Spey casts using

the same line — always using both hands.

Bud: Spey tackle has undergone rapid

changes in the past decade or so and now

is noticeably different from the tackle once

employed for Atlantic salmon on Scot-

land’s Spey River or later in Scandinavia,

prior to the current Spey boom. A lot of

that innovation was driven by West Coast

anglers. What advances in particular

changed the sport for the better? Where

do you see developments in Spey tackle

headed in the future?

Bob: Just as engine advances are the driver

for advances in airplane design, fly lines

are the driver for Spey-tackle development

and international acceptance by anglers.

According to Steve Rajeff, in the

mid-1980s, things started to happen with

Spey. Jim Green, top fly-fishing guides on

the Skagit River, and accomplished steel-

head anglers in the region began develop-

ing the method now called Skagit casting.

The key component of Skagit casting is

the fly line.

In 1992, according to owner Mark

Bachmann, The Fly Fishing Shop in

Welches, Oregon, introduced the first

commercially available multitip Spey line.

Named The Launcher, it used a Cortland

long-belly 12-weight floating fly line with

the tip cut and looped and added Cortland

sinking shooting heads for sinking tips.

The Launcher had a total length, body and

tip, of 45 feet, not much different from to-

day’s Skagit lines.

In 1997, RIO introduced the Wind-

Cutter and Accelerator one-piece and

multitip Spey lines. These legitimized the

Spey rod in that a factory-manufactured

fly line was now available. Historians may

some day label this the seminal moment in

the acceptance of the Spey rod by a large

audience of fly fishers.

The Sintrix material allows the 

design team to build the first series 

of rods that combines the best 

attributes of the modern reserve-

power, fast action fly rods with the 

more technical requirements of 

tracking, tippet protection and a 

taper that shifts the load to the butt 

when you need to lay into the fish.

Don’t miss out on the fun!

Subscribe to California Fly

Fisher magazine.

From the Sierra to the

Pacific, it’s your single best

source for honest angling

information. And it’s a

great read, as well, at a

very affordable price.

See page 61 for details.
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In 2006, RIO introduced a system of

Skagit lines developed by Mike McCune

and Scott O’Donnell, two Pacific North-

west steelhead guides. This simplified

casting heavy sink tips and large flies long

distances and, in my opinion, opened the

flood gates for Spey-tackle enthusiasm.

Airflo followed shortly after with its popu-

lar series of Compact Skagit lines, and the

race was on, with Scientific Anglers like-

wise joining the pack, to the benefit of all

Spey anglers.

Also, from 2000 through 2010, the

appearance of Spey-specific events such as

the Sandy River Spey ’Clave and the

GGACC’s Jimmy Green International

Spey-O-Rama, The World Champi-

onship of Spey, concentrated the formerly

diffused international audience of Spey

anglers and resulted in massive improve-

ments in Spey lines for distance casting.

Such lines as the Carron Jetstream, the

NextCast, and the Ballistic Vector resulted

from this fusion.

Bud: The rise in interest in two-handed

rods has pretty much coincided with the

Internet era. What role has the Web and

sites such as SpeyPages.com (http://www.-

speypages.com) played in the spread of en-

thusiasm and knowledge about the long

long rod? Are local clubs and other local

resources still important?

Bob: On balance, the Internet is a positive

factor for clubs and local resources, as well

as for individual anglers in front of their

computers everywhere. The SpeyPages

board (http://www.speypages.com/spey-

clave) is a major communication conduit

for the international English-speaking

Spey community. Information and goods

are traded in a trusting atmosphere, and

seldom do I fish a steelhead river without

meeting a SpeyPages contributor. Spey-

Pages contributors strongly support local

fly shops and clubs.

There will always be a place for local

resources, because Spey casting cannot be

learned from a book or video. Instruction

and water-based practice is vital. Interest-

ed anglers should find a Spey expert in

their local club or fly shop and hound him

or her relentlessly. I give thanks to those at

GGACC who helped me: Ray Chris-

tensen, Tom Keelin, Gary Aka, Frank

Chen, Bert Rances, Glenn Nagumo, Tripp

Diedrichs, Nick Curcione, and Mariusz

Wroblewski and to the visiting anglers at

Spey-O-Rama.

Bud: Part of the rise of a Spey culture has

been the spread of the events you mention.

The Jimmy Green Spey-O-Rama, The

World Championship of Spey Casting,

will be held this year at the Golden Gate

Angling and Casting Club casting ponds

on April 15 through 17, and the Sandy

River Spey ’Clave will be held this year just

outside Portland, Oregon, on May 13

through 15. How have these events

evolved, and what does that evolution in-

dicate regarding the status of Spey casting

within the sport of fly fishing? 

Bob: It is hard to imagine Spey-O-Rama

and the Sandy River Spey ’Clave without

the Internet. The Sandy River Spey ’Clave

originated about year 2000 when Oregon

steelheader Fred Evans started a gathering

at Oxbow Park and invited Mark Bach-

mann and The Fly Fishing Store in

Welches, Oregon, to support the event.

Mark convinced reps from Winston, Red-

ington, and Thomas & Thomas to be

there, and it is now the largest gathering of

Spey anglers in the Western Hemisphere.

Mark continues to manage the event with

support from local fly-fishing clubs, and

the Sandy ’Clave is probably the Spey

world’s most imitated event.

The roots of Spey-O-Rama lie in

GGACC member Jimmy Green’s Spey

Games, which he began in 1997 in Clark-

ston, Washington. Some years later, while

attending the Sandy River event, GGACC

members Mariusz Wroblewski and Ric-

cardo Nunez, with encouragement from

Hardy professional Andy Murray, realized

that Jimmy’s programs could be extended

to a competitive event using GGACC’s fa-

cility in San Francisco. This year is Spey-

O-Rama’s eighth. Competitors from all

over the globe attend, and it is the power

of the Internet that spreads Spey-O-Ra-

ma’s influence. Spey-O-Rama is a difficult

event in which to excel, because the rules

limit rod length and require casts with

large angle changes from over both shoul-

ders in almost three-foot deep water in

challenging weather conditions. Its rules

are now imitated at many venues world-

wide, and every Spey-O-Rama winner —

there are two each year, one woman and

one man — is accepted as the world

champion of Spey. It has spawned major

improvements in tackle, especially fly

lines, that benefit all anglers.

Bud: Here we are at the obligatory Silly

Tree Question: If you were a tree, what

kind of tree would you be? 

Bob: A willow tree, with kingfishers hunt-

ing from my cover and youngsters cutting

my branches for fishin’ poles.

Contact Bob Pauli at bob.pauli@mac.com.


